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The text and graphics are adapted from the original source. These resources are provided for teachers to 

help students with severe disabilities participate in the general curriculum. Please limit the use and 
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Adapted from the original text, BOY + BOT, by Ame Dyckman & illustrated by Dan Yaccarino 

 

 
 
 

                                                                  

“Hi!     said    the      BOY.        Want     to    play?” 
 

                                                          
BOT      blinked,     “Affirmative!” 
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They     played.         They     had      fun.  
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As  they   climbed  down  the   hill     a       rock  

                                                       
bumped     BOT’s      power     switch     and    he 

 

                                                  
turned    off.   “Are   you  sick?”   the   BOY     asked. 

                                            

                                            
BOT             did    not   answer. 

 

                                                                
     “I     must      help            him,”           said       BOY. 
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BOY      took    BOT      home,      fed   him, 

 

                                                                 
read   to him,  and     put     him   to   bed. 
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Later,   BOY’s     parents    peeked   in    on   him. 

                                                  
They   did  not     see       BOT     behind      the door. 

                                                  
The  door   bumped    on        BOT’s     power switch. 
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BOT    turned on.   “What is wrong?”    BOT      asked.  

                                                     
BOY      did not   answer. “I must help him,” said BOT. 
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BOT      took    BOY         home,        fed   him, 

 

                                                             
read   to  him,  and     put     him     to    bed. 
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The   inventor      walked    in     and    told       BOT,  

                                              
“That    is    a    boy!”      Bring      him    home!  

 

                                             
Inventor         drove          BOY         home. 
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“Want     to    play     tomorrow?”      BOT     said. 

 

                                     
       Affirmative,”       BOY   nodded. 
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And          the        friends             did. 

 


